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Abstract:
Common question addressed in exploratory data analysis is: which variables are important? Commonly, variable importance is an exercise in ranking variables with regard to the "importance" in fitting a prediction function. As a result, some prediction procedures have built in or implied variable importance output, such as coefficients in regression approaches (glm, stepwise, lasso, etc) or as changes in the prediction accuracy by backwards removal (e.g., random forest). In fact, there is a commonly stated desire to have both the best prediction function, and also one that yields an "interpretable" model fit, that is, something that is not a black box. We advocate for a different approach that uses both machine learning (the black box) and the Targeted Learning framework to define interpretable variable importance measures. We discuss estimates and associated inference that can be used to rank the importance of predictor variables. The variable importance parameters suggested are motivated by causal (intervention-based), and can return estimates on equivalent scales. We discuss data-adaptive parameter versions of variable importance parameters, as well as show work applied to health care (acute trauma) data.
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